
Puhelinkoppi, aimo annos hikeä, 
periksiantamattomuutta. Framery.
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The Problem – Noise in Offices
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Distractions are mainly due 
to phone calls and random 
meetings that take place in 
open plan offices. Overheard 
conversations have the most 
interruptive effect in work 
flow.

Interruptions in work flow 
occur on average every 11 
minutes, and it may take 
up to 25 minutes for an 
employee to refocus on the 
task at hand again.**

*Finnish institute of occupational 
health & Taloustutkimus Oy

Studies show that noise can 
lower productivity 
significantly, on average by 
10%, but in some cases even 
by 35-50%. *

Today 70% of people 
work in open plan 
offices. 50% of them 
find the lack of sound 
privacy the most 
frustrating aspect of 
the work 
environment.

The biggest cause of lost productivity 
in open workplaces is ‘conversational distractions’ **Multitasking in the Digital Age, 

Gloria Mark, University of California



Ratkaisu: 

tehdään puhelinkoppi.
(lue: ensimmäinen kerta kun jouduin naurunalaiseksi.)
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No miten se sitten meni?

(Virallinen versio.)
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How did it all start?
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That’s why they 
founded Framery, the 
first company in the 
world to make 
soundproof private 
spaces for office use.

The founders worked 
in an IT company and 
they had a loud boss 
who always spoke on 
phone all over the 
office

One day they got 
frustrated and asked 
the boss to find some 
other place to speak 
since they could not 
focus on their work.

“Give me a phone 
booth” the boss 
replied

Once they could not find 
any office phone booth 
for sale, they decided to 
make it themself.

“We have good and bad 
news: you can have the 
phone booth, but we 
need to resign”



From small beginnings in Finland..
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To over 15 000 Framery pods distributed in 70 countries around the world.
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What’s expected

Fit for confidential calls: stops the sound from leaving the space

Fit for space to focus: stops the sound from entering the space

Proper acoustics: echo free environment with soft materials

Fit for long duration use: ergonomic posture + ambient temperature

Long lasting product: carefully selected durable and sturdy materials

Looks good: refined design, wide customization options
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2014 2015 2016 2017

Framery’s growth
Revenue has grown x32 bigger in 4 years

1 543 000 $

6 197 000 $

21 556 000 $

49 183 000 $
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Framery
Pioneer and Global leader in designing and producing soundproof work spaces

Headquarters and 
production in Finland with 
around 
200 employees and rising

150 distributors 
on 6 continents

Exports over 90%
Global enterprises 
as repeat 
customers

80% of raw material 
sourced locally

Strong focus in 
acoustic pods



Ei, vaan.

(Epävirallinen osuus alkaa.)
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ILPO

Innostus – Lannistus – Ponnistus - Onnistus
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Pömpeli- 2010
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… ja vähän lisää (2011-2013)



Miten se oikeastaan meni?

Tarve
Ratkaisu
Kova tahto

Sopiva rahoittaja
Portfolio

Skaalaaminen
Rekrytoinnit
Onnellisuus
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Jälkikäteen kaikki näyttää 
selkeältä.
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Design & awards

Every detail has been designed to 
guarantee the best user experience.
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Axiom Workplaces, Sydney
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UMA coworking space, Stockholm



Slate Magazine, New York
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Mutta.
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Happiness creates success.
We create happiness.
(lue: toinen kerta kun jouduin naurunalaiseksi.)
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Kysymyksiä?
Ilkka.kaikuvuo@frameryacoustics.com


